STUDENT SERVICE/GUIDANCE DIRECTORY

Assistant Principal Student Services/Guidance

Gerard Gonsalves  Assistant Principal  X1280  GGonsal@schools.nyc.gov

GUIDANCE COUNSELORS

Jennifer Chu  Cantonese  X1305  JChu9@schools.nyc.gov
Brian Dinin  X1281  BDinin@schools.nyc.gov
Viktorya Eyzengart  Russian  X1304  VEyezengart@schools.nyc.gov
Michele Fiore  X1303  MFiore2@schools.nyc.gov
Johnnette Gibson  X1362  JGibson5@schools.nyc.gov
Tsambika Manis  Greek  X1301  TManis@schools.nyc.gov
Alison Meltzer  X1342  AMeltzer@schools.nyc.gov
Michael Paccione  X1321  MPaccione@schools.nyc.gov
Yasmin Polanco  Spanish  X1381  YPolanco5@schools.nyc.gov
Crystal Shim-Lee  Korean  X1302  CShimLe@schools.nyc.gov
Stanley Tsai  X1320  STsai3@schools.nyc.gov
Teresa Yeh  Mandarin  X1363  TYeh@schools.nyc.gov
Heidi Youn  Korean  X1283  HYoun@schools.nyc.gov
Carmen Zayas  Spanish  X1387  CZayas3@schools.nyc.gov

INSTRUCTIONAL SUPPORT SERVICES

Jamie Hermel  ISS Coordinator  X1193  JHermel@schools.nyc.gov

SOCIAL WORKERS

Rosemary Eddelson  X1011  REddelson@schools.nyc.gov
Lisa Fernandez  SBST  X1023  LFernandez6@schools.nyc.gov
Meegan Schwartz  X1012  MSchwartz16@schools.nyc.gov

SUPPORT STAFF

Carollanne Clem  Pupil Accounting Secretary  X3180  CClem@schools.nyc.gov
Sarah Milunec  Student Services Secretary  X1340  SMilunec@schools.nyc.gov
Linda Chizever  School Aide-Records/  Post Grad Transcripts  X1194  LChizever@schools.nyc.gov
Lori Badalati  Parent Coordinator  X1284  LBadalati@schools.nyc.gov